DMAMP™ ULTRA PC
ALKALIZING AGENT
For Lower-odor Oxidative Hair Colorants

DISCOVER A BETTER WAY™

For decades, permanent hair colorants have delivered a spectrum of
colors to consumers by reacting small molecules in an alkaline, oxidative
coupling process promoted by peroxide. While ammonia has been the
most robust alkalizer in terms of color palette and performance, it has
a very unpleasant odor.
To address the growing consumer demand for low-odor hair colorants,
ANGUS introduced DMAMP™ ULTRA PC (INCI: Dimethylamino Methylpropanol),
a multifunctional alkalizing agent for use in professional and retail oxidative
hair colorants. DMAMP ULTRA PC is 80% active (20% water by weight) and has
been shown to enable rich, long-lasting color performance with excellent gray
coverage. Due to its high alkalinity and low volatility, DMAMP ULTRA PC
is an ideal alkalizing agent for oxidative hair colorants.

DMAMP ULTRA PC
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• Improved wash
fastness of color

• Excellent gray
coverage
• Less damaging than
ammonia and MEA
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• Low-odor profile

• Excellent color
deposition

2-dimethylamino-2-methyl-1-propanol
INCI: Dimethylamino Methylpropanol

KEY
PERFORMANCE
ADVANTAGES
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RICH AND VIBRANT COLORS
DMAMP ULTRA PC enables excellent color deposition into the hair fiber of pre-bleached hair, comparable to commercial
and formulated systems that use ammonia and/or MEA.
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Color performance of black and red shades using DMAMP ULTRA PC is comparable to ammonia and the retail product used.
DMAMP ULTRA PC outperforms other low-odor alkalizers, and provides formulators with an alternative alkalizer that deposits
rich hair color.

SUPERIOR WASH FASTNESS
One of the main benefits observed using DMAMP ULTRA PC in oxidative hair color formulations is its ability to provide
superior wash fastness of color. Even in difficult-to-maintain vibrant red shades, DMAMP ULTRA PC outperforms other
low-odor alkalizer systems and competes with the industry standard, ammonia. Measuring the color change (ΔE*ab) over 15
wash cycles the performance for DMAMP ULTRA PC was superior to other low-odor alkalizers and comparable to ammonia.
The improved wash fastness of the color was observed in black as well as red shades. In the test formulation,
a small improvement was shown to wash fastness in reds using DMAMP ULTRA PC versus ammonia.
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OPTIMIZATION OF HAIR DYE FORMULATION

After 20 Washes

In certain red dyes tested, the use of DMAMP ULTRA PC in the
colorant formulation resulted in enhanced dye uptake and color
fastness, allowing up to a 30% reduction in the dye concentration.
During testing, the dosage of the alkalizing agent was adjusted to
achieve an equivalent initial color in the hair tresses (8% for
ammonia, 4% for MEA and 5% for DMAMP ULTRA PC).

HAIR DYE REDUCTION (-30%)
Regular

DMAMP

Regular

formulation

5%

formulation
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Tresses treated with DMAMP ULTRA PC formulation using 30% less dye in comparison of same with
ammonia and MEA. ∆E measurement after 20 shampoo cycles shows that color intensity is very similar
to MEA without dye optimization in the formulation.
REFERENCE

∆E (AFTER 20 WASHES)

Ammonia - dosage 8%
(regular dye dosage)

DMAMP ULTRA PC
Dosage 5% (-30% hair dye)

3.1

Ammonia - dosage 8%
(regular dye dosage)

MEA

2.8

MEA - dosage 4%
(regular dye dosage)

DMAMP
Dosage 5% (-30% hair dye)

1.7

EXCELLENT GRAY COVERAGE

Wash Fastness of Dyed Gray Hair

Excellent gray coverage and color deposition was observed
in oxidative coloring systems formulated with DMAMP ULTRA
PC. When compared to other low-odor alkalizers, DMAMP
ULTRA PC provided the most deposition of color onto gray
hair tresses and superior wash fastness after 15 shampoos.
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HAIR BLEACHING ASSESSMENT
Alkalizing agents can also influence the rate of bleaching
of melanin. MEA, DMAMP ULTRA PC and ammonia were
evaluated using a blonde shade of an oxidative hair colorant
prepared with different concentrations of alkalizing agents*
and applied to natural, light-chestnut hair tresses to observe
the bleaching behavior.

DMAMP 9%

NH4

The use of DMAMP ULTRA PC alone did not promote the
lightening of natural hair, while ammonia and MEA bleached
the natural hair, as shown by the lighter color from the
blonde colorant in picture below. Some bleaching was
achieved when DMAMP ULTRA PC was combined with
ammonia or MEA

MEA

MEA/DMAMP

NH4/DMAMP

Blonde hair coloring applied in the bottom side of the tresses.

*CONCENTRATIONS OF ALKALIZING AGENTS USED
Alkalizing agent

Use Levels %

pH

DMAMP ULTRA PC

9

10.8

AMMONIA 24%

9

10.5

MEA 99%

5

10.5

MEA/DMAMP ULTRA PC

6 (3 MEA + 3 DMAMP ULTRA PC)

10.6

AMMONIA/DMAMP ULTRA PC

8 (4 AMMONIA + 4 DMAMP ULTRA PC)

10.6

Because DMAMP ULTRA PC does not promote hair bleaching or
lightening in the same way as ammonia or MEA, it is recommended that
DMAMP ULTRA PC is used in formulations for tone-over-tone coloring or
darker and gray hair coverage.

DMAMP ULTRA PC

Can be used to address the growing
demand for less damaging, low-odor
colorant formulations while achieving
an excellent performance on gray hair
coverage and color fastness.

REDUCING HAIR DAMAGE

MEA

The mechanism of hair coloration involves “opening”
of the hair cuticle to enable the hair dye molecules
to penetrate the hair cortex to give it color. Ammonia
and MEA are the most commonly used alkalizing
agents, which, when applied to the hair causes the
hair shaft to swell, forcing the scales of the cuticle
to separate slightly. The more open the cuticle the
deeper the penetration of the hair dyes into the hair
fiber. Unfortunately, this process also results in
damage to the hair cuticle.

AMMONIA

To further evaluate potential damage caused by
different hair colorant formulations, hair swatches
were colored three times with hair colorant products
containing ammonia, MEA or DMAMP ULTRA PC.
A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis
was performed on hair and damage was observed.
The colorant formulation using DMAMP ULTRA PC
promoted less damaging to hair cuticles compared
to ammonia and MEA.
DMAMP ULTRA PC
Hair tresses were submitted to three consecutive
applications of hair colorant formulations with
equal concentrations of MEA, ammonia and
DMAMP ULTRA PC. 15 shampoo cycles between
each application. Study was conducted by Ipclin.
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LESS DAMAGING TO HAIR PROTEIN
To further explore potential damage caused by different hair colorant formulations, the degradation of protein chains due
to oxidation was observed through the conversion of -S-S- to SO3-. The vibration of SO3- band at 1040 cm -1 shows an
increase due to the -S-S- linkages that had been cleaved and oxidized to cysteic acid. The protein loss was evaluated
using FTIR-ATR to determine the cysteic acid at 1040 cm-1 wavelength.

Comparation of Treated Hair Formulated with MEA, DMAMP or NH4OH
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Note: Protein loss was evaluated through FTIR-ATR technique in ANGUS’ laboratory. The ANGUS internal method is considered semi-quantitative, since
absolute values of degradation was not determined.

Overall, formulations using DMAMP ULTRA PC created less damaging effect from the multiple applications.
Hair samples treated with MEA and ammonia showed more damage, especially after the third application.

APPLICATION BENEFITS OF DMAMP ULTRA PC
Ideal for hair oxidative hair coloring systems
where lightening is not necessary.
Can be combined with Ammonia or MEA to
achieve some lightening or improve odor, damage
and long-lasting attributes.

Dosage recommended will vary from 3-7%,
depending on each formula. Need to adjust
accordingly to reach shade, pH and fastness.
A good starting point is 5% or similar dosage
than ammonia*.
Excellent choice for oxidative hair coloring
specially for man products, darker shades,
free of ammonia and less damaging product
with excellent gray hair coverage.
*Ammonia at 25% dilution
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GLOBAL REACH. LOCAL FOCUS.
ANGUS operates six Customer Application Centers (CAC) that serve as regional collaboration hubs by bringing together
world-class technical and regulatory expertise specific to the Personal Care industry. With state-of-the-art laboratories and
advanced application knowledge, ANGUS works side by side with local and regional customers to expedite innovation essential
to bringing new and exciting personal care and cosmetics products to market.

Ibbenbüren, Germany
Paris, France
Buffalo Grove, IL

Seoul, South Korea

Toyko, Japan

Sterlington, LA
Shanghai, China

Mumbai, India

Bangkok, Thailand

Manufacturing

Singapore

Customer Application Center
Jakarta, Indonesia

R&D
Packaging

São Paulo, Brazil

Sales Office
Headquarters

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP
ANGUS encourages its customers to review their applications of ANGUS products from the standpoint of human health and
environmental quality. To help ensure that ANGUS products are not used in ways for which they are not intended, ANGUS
personnel will assist customers in dealing with environmental and product safety considerations. For assistance, product
Safety Data Sheets, or other information, please contact your ANGUS representative at the numbers provided in this
document. When considering the use of any ANGUS product in a particular application, review the latest Safety Data Sheet
to ensure that the intended use is within the scope of approved uses and can be accomplished safely. Before handling any
of the products, obtain available product safety information including the Safety Data Sheet(s) and take the necessary steps
to ensure safety of use.
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®™Trademark of ANGUS Chemical Company Notice: No freedom from infringement of any patent owned by ANGUS or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions and applicable laws may differ from one
location to another and may change with time, Customer is responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for Customer’s use and for ensuring that Customer’s
workplace and disposal practices are in compliance with applicable laws and other government enactments. The product shown in this literature may not be available for sale and/or available in all geographies
where ANGUS is represented. The claims made may not have been approved for use in all countries. ANGUS assumes no obligation or liability for the information in the document. References to “ANGUS” or the
“Company” mean the ANGUS Chemical Company legal entity selling the products to Customer unless expressly noted. NO WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN: ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.
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